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Abstract
Scientists’ participation in science communication and public engagement activities is considered important and a duty. However, in particular, the science-media relationship has not been studied frequently. In this paper, we present findings from interviews with both scientists and journalists which were guided by the Theory of Planned Behavior. Results show that different behavioural, normative and control beliefs underlie scientists’ and journalists’ participation in science-media interactions. Both groups are positive about science-media interactions, but scientists perceive various disadvantages in this relationship while journalists perceive mainly practical barriers. Enhancing mutual understanding and further research is suggested.
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Context
Scientists’ participation in science communication and public engagement activities is considered important for a number of reasons. Poliakoff and Webb [2007] described various reasons for science communication such as the key role science plays in a number of issues facing global society and the financing of science through public funds. Therefore, scientists are obliged to share their findings. Science communication might also change perceptions about scientists and their activities, they argue, and this may lead to a more supportive public. Moreover, science communication can be enjoyable for those who take part and may enrich peoples’ lives [Poliakoff and Webb, 2007; Felt and Fochler, 2012]. In addition, Bauer, Allum and Miller [2007] state that a public profile and favourable images are important to sustain public goodwill that may translate into more citations and into funding for future research, which is not only important for the scientists themselves, but also for their organizations or research institutions. More recently, according to Felt and Fochler [2012] the idea that scientists should communicate with a broader audience has become almost self-evident, and aligns with the call in Europe for more responsible research and innovation.

However, although science communication — and the related science-media interaction — is important for a number of reasons and is often considered a
scientists’ duty [see, for example, Peters et al., 2008a; Tsfati, Cohen and Gunther, 2011], and scientists are often willing to contribute [Nielsen, Kjaer and Dahlgaard, 2007], this particular science-media interaction has not often been studied. Most recent studies focus more broadly on the involvement of scientists and their institutions in science communication and engagement activities in general [Felt and Fochler, 2012; Neresini and Bucchi, 2011]. Much less research focuses on the specific science-media interaction and includes perspectives of journalists. In this paper, we aim to add to the existing knowledge of the science-media interaction by considering both perspectives. First, we discuss current literature, and, then we present and discuss results from qualitative interviews with both scientists and journalists.

Scientists’ perspectives

The studies that have examined scientists’ engagement with science or the science-media interaction reveal mixed results with regard to the quantity and quality of the science-media interaction. For example, Willems [2003] characterized the science-media relationship as problematic. That is, scientists lack the different writing skills to bring their work to a wider audience or feel that popularization reduces their status among peers. However, a mail survey among biomedical researchers showed that media contact of scientists in five top R&D countries are more frequent and smooth than previously thought [Peters et al., 2008a; Peters et al., 2008b]. This survey showed that 70% of the respondents had interacted with the media in the past three years of which 75% rated their interactions as mainly positive. Interviews with both scientists and science writers confirmed these positive interactions [Geller et al., 2005]. And in a study of the Royal Society [2006], frequent levels of interaction with, amongst others, the media were reported as 74% of the responding scientists took part in at least one science communication or public engagement activity in the past year in the UK. This is in line with findings that the motivation of scientists to participate in science-media interactions nowadays is high and participation is considered a necessity and duty, or even has become almost self-evident [Felt and Fochler, 2012; Peters et al., 2008a].

More pessimistic results have been reported as well. For example, Jensen [2005] and Bentley and Kyvik [2011] found that popular publishing by scientists themselves is extremely skewed; around 50% of all popular articles were published by only 3 to 5% of all academic staff. Furthermore, a quantitative study among British scientists by The Wellcome Trust [2000] revealed that scientists mentioned many barriers with regard to their ability to participate in science communication activities, including lack of communication skills, awareness and interest, as well as time and money constraints and lack of support. The Royal Society study [Jensen, 2005], that was a follow-up on the Wellcome Trust study, showed that lack of time was the most important barrier for scientists not to participate in science communication activities, followed by perceived risks for their academic career, peer pressure and the idea that participation does not bring in funding and is therefore not a high priority activity. Bringing in more money into the department was the top incentive in this research. However, other studies reported that time constraints and career recognition did not influence the intention to participate in science communication activities [Poliaxoff and Webb, 2007; Jensen et al., 2008].
Scientists fulfil various roles. Early on, Nelkin [1995] concluded that scientists are often portrayed as stars and are used as sources of knowledge, often outside their own area of expertise. In addition, Albaek [2011] studied the character of the interaction between experts and journalists for the Danish context and concluded that in these interactions experts — in this case researchers — are mainly asked to comment both in roles as referees and critics to confirm the journalists’ framing of the news article, and as sparring partners to help understand, interpret and explain complex policy issues. Since researchers possess knowledge that is often highly relevant to public policy issues it can be argued that researchers ought to participate in public debate. In those cases they need to step out of their role as researchers but should at the same time maintain their professional objectivity by giving expert opinions instead of personal opinions [Albaek, 2011, see also Peters, 1995].

In conclusion, mixed findings are reported for scientists’ perspectives on the science-media relationship. In the next section, we discuss journalists’ perspectives.

**Journalists’ perspectives**

From the perspective of journalists, not many studies have been conducted analysing the science-media relationship neither. Waddell et al. [2005] reported that journalists had difficulties finding scientists willing and able to communicate with public audiences and would like to see more researchers involved, but their study aimed at policy making instead of science communication. Amend and Secko [2012] conducted a review study analysing science and health journalists’ experiences. They focused in their meta-synthesis of experiences on the journalists’ behaviour and their perspective of roles and concluded that the science-media relationship is a fragile one. They advised, amongst others, to further investigate journalists’ sourcing practices. Allgaier [2011] investigated these journalistic practices of selecting sources in the single case of creationism controversy in the UK press. Journalists with various backgrounds covered this case. Interviews showed that selecting sources is influenced by, amongst others, personal acquaintance with correspondents, trustful relationships between sources and journalists, reliability of sources, experiences with sources, and time constraints. Finally, in Uganda, Kaye et al. [2011] investigated the attitudes and perceived barriers towards the science-media interaction of both science journalists and health scientists. They concluded that both groups are supportive of a dialogue about communicating health science. However, barriers are inadequate or inappropriate skills of scientists, negative attitudes of ‘other’ scientists and lack of supportive environment by employers and peers.

**Theory based studies**

As far as we know, only a couple of studies investigated journalists’ or scientists’ opinions using a theoretical framework [e.g., Poliakoff and Webb, 2007; Felt and Fochler, 2012; Tsfati, Cohen and Gunther, 2011]. Felt and Fochler [2012] analysed individual perceptions of scientists on medial representations of science based on the concept of ‘epistemic living spaces’, which are described as the researchers’ individual or collective perceptions and narrative re-constructions of both what researchers know and how they act in social contexts in science and beyond. They specifically focused on scientists’ individual perspectives and how they influence...
the research landscape and found that the process of medialization influences the way researchers make promises about the future societal relevance of their research; researchers increasingly use the media as a resource for making the meaning of research visible and understandable and, furthermore, this medialization process influences how researchers perceive and act with regard to time dimensions related to their research.

Tsfati, Cohen and Gunther [2011] based their study on the theoretical framework of the Influence of Presumed Media Influence. This theory states that ‘people’s perceptions of the effects of mass media shape their reactions to media and interactions with media in important and interesting ways’ (p. 145). They reported that scientists’ beliefs about the influence of media increased their motivation and efforts to obtain media coverage, which was related to the number of actual appearances.

Poliakoff and Webb [2007] used and augmented in their study the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) [Ajzen, 1991]. In the TPB the intention to engage in certain behaviour is predicted by three factors: attitude, subjective norm (i.e., social norm) and perceived control. These factors are the result of respectively behavioural, normative and control beliefs. In turn, intention is a predictor for actual performance of behaviour. In a survey questionnaire these beliefs were investigated among 169 scientists from the UK [Poliakoff and Webb, 2007]. Results revealed that attitude (whether participation was regarded as positive), descriptive norms (whether scientists believe their colleagues participate), and perceived behavioural control (beliefs whether participation was under their control), as well as past behaviour, were all independent factors in predicting the scientists’ participation in science communication activities. Other factors, such as money and time constraints, fear, possible career benefits and subjective norm did not significantly influence the intention to engage in science communication activities. However, as most studies discussed in our literature review, these studies also did not include interests of journalists who, in practice, make the science-media interaction happen.

**Objective**

Therefore, it is interesting — and can add to our understanding of the science-media relationship — to explore both perspectives in the science-media relationship and apply the concepts of the Theory of Planned Behavior in a qualitative approach, such as Ajzen [2011a] recommends in his later work [see also Sutton et al., 2003]. The Theory of Planned Behavior is a widely used theory which is broadly applicable and has proven to be able to add to researchers’ understanding of behaviour, as is the case in the science-media relationship.

Following Ajzen’s argumentation that salient beliefs should always be explored qualitatively prior to starting quantitative measurements and analyses with regard to a topic, in our study we aim to qualitatively elicit salient behavioural, normative and control beliefs for the science-media interaction [Ajzen, 2011a; Ajzen, 2011b].

We, therefore, identify opinions and attitudes of both journalists and scientists towards this science-media interaction based on the three main components of the Theory of Planned Behavior (see Figure 1). Results can inform quantitative studies into the science-media interaction. As far as we know, this has not been done before for the science-media interaction.
Figure 1. Schematic overview of application of the theory of planned behavior regarding participation in science-media interactions (adapted from Ajzen, 1991). Attitude, subjective norm and perceived behavioural control are the result of behavioural, normative and control beliefs, and predict intention to participate in science-media interactions, for both scientists and journalists. This will in turn predict actual participation in science-media interactions. The dotted lines represent behavioural control, which might influence the behavior directly.

Methods

To elicit the wide range of beliefs regarding the science-media interaction, semi-structured interviews were conducted with 21 scientists and 14 science journalists. All participants were asked if they were indeed involved in biomedical research or science journalism related to biomedical research and if they were willing and able to participate. Included scientists were all involved in (bio)medical research within an academic medical centre in the Netherlands. Scientists with different levels of scientific experience were invited to participate in the study, ensuring sufficient variation. Previous participation in science-media interactions was taken into account: scientists who were known to be either very active (n=5) or not active at all (n=3) in science-media interactions were included in this study. Other scientists (n=13) were randomly selected from a list of all researchers working in the hospital. Science journalists were contacted via both existing contacts of the hospital’s communication department (n=6) and via the national society of science journalists (n=8). All journalists had published about Dutch biomedical research before. To obtain variation within the sample science journalists with different levels of experience in the (bio)medical field who have been writing for different (types of) media were selected. All but one considered themselves indeed a science journalist. This journalist considered his work no different than the work of other journalists.

A semi-structured interview guide was composed according to the guidelines defined by Ajzen [2011b]. In addition, demographic data were collected and respondents were asked to reflect upon their previous experiences with science communication activities and the science-media interaction. Comparable guides were used for the interviews with scientists and science journalists. Although the themes were defined, the interview scheme allowed for probing, flexibility and deeper examination of issues arising during the interview. Gender differences were
not specifically addressed. The interviews lasted between 30 to 45 minutes and were audiotaped with the respondents’ permission and transcribed verbatim.

Computer-assisted qualitative data analysis was performed using Atlas.ti 6.2 software. First, all members of the research team read all the transcripts to familiarize with the data. Relevant fragments were selected by one coder (MR), and thematically arranged according to the components (attitude, subjective norm and perceived control) and related beliefs (behaviour, normative and control) in line with the Theory of Planned Behavior. Subsequently, data was further categorized into themes and sub themes using an inductive process, meaning that patterns, themes and categories arise from the data. This analysis was done by all three coders independently. The coders met on multiple occasions to discuss their findings, and resolve differences until consensus about the final themes and subthemes was reached.

Results

In this section, first, an overview of respondents’ characteristics is given and respondents’ experience regarding their participation in science-media interactions is described. Thereupon, respondents’ beliefs with regard to the three components within the Theory of Planned Behaviour — attitude, subjective norm, and perceived control — are presented and compared. In addition, the role of science communication mediators was explicitly discussed.

Respondents’ characteristics and their experiences with science-media interactions

The study sample consists of 21 scientists and 14 journalists. The majority of both groups had more than five years of scientific experience or professional experience in journalism (See Table 1). The journalists’ backgrounds varied. Most of them had a background in (bio)medical sciences, life sciences, biology or sciences, while two journalists had a background in history and one had a background both in French and science. Journalists were working both as free lancers and as employees for various types of organisations such as popular (biomedical) magazines and newspapers. All of them published about biomedical sciences and related topics, often because they had a specific interest in this topic, while a few journalists wrote stories about a broader range of science topics and did not specifically address biomedical topics only.

Furthermore, Table 1 shows that three-quarters of the scientists had experience with science-media interactions, but only a minority of them on a regular basis. When asked how scientists and journalists came into contact with each other, most scientists indicated that the journalists usually contacted them directly by phone or e-mail, or sometimes they get in touch with a science journalist via the hospital’s communication department. A few scientists indicated they contacted journalists themselves when they thought they had an interesting story. These scientists were experienced in science communication activities (in general) and most had science journalists within their professional networks. Some others thought it was the role of the organization’s communication specialist to get in touch with the journalist when they want to bring news. Participation in written press was the most common for the respondents, although some gave television or radio interviews and discussed science with a lay public at events (such as, science cafés).
Table 1. Characteristics of the research sample (n=35).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Scientists (n=21)</th>
<th>Journalists (n=14)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>13 (62%)</td>
<td>7 (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>8 (38%)</td>
<td>7 (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of experience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 5</td>
<td>4 (19%)</td>
<td>2 (14%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5–10</td>
<td>1 (5%)</td>
<td>5 (36%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11–20</td>
<td>4 (19%)</td>
<td>5 (36%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21–30</td>
<td>8 (38%)</td>
<td>1 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 30</td>
<td>4 (19%)</td>
<td>1 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of participation in science communication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never</td>
<td>5 (24%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 1× per year</td>
<td>6 (28%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 1× per year</td>
<td>6 (28%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 1× per month</td>
<td>2 (10%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 1× week</td>
<td>2 (10%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Scientific experience of scientists, and professional experience of journalists was defined as the number of years involved in research for scientists and number of years involved in science journalism, respectively.

Table 1 also shows that half of the journalists had more than ten years of experience. For more insight in their behaviour, journalists were asked what steps they usually take when they report about science. Five steps could be distinguished:

1. Deciding what to write about;
2. Finding a scientist to interview;
3. Contacting the scientist;
4. Interviewing and;
5. Writing.

Journalists indicated that the topic they publish about is sometimes already defined by the publisher, but often depends on the journalists’ personal interests and the newsworthiness of the subject (step 1). The definition of this ‘newsworthiness’ is ambiguous, but science journalists mentioned factors such as relevance for the public, previous coverage, knowledge about the subject and novelty of the news. When the topic is defined, journalists search for scientists to be interviewed (step 2). Sometimes this scientist is already selected by the publisher, or the name and contact details of the scientist are readily included in the press release. However, often science journalists themselves seek independent experts’ advice and ask for a reaction on the topic. They use their personal network, or the Internet, to find a relevant expert. This expert will then be contacted (step 3) either directly or via the communication department of the institute. Some journalists take their time to thoroughly prepare the interview (step 4), by reading other news items and scientific publications on the subject. After writing (step 5) most journalists provided scientists with the opportunity to read their articles before they are published to ensure correctness.
Attitude

In relation to the attitude component and behavioural beliefs towards science communication activities, most respondents, both scientists and journalists, noted that the quality of science journalism varies and differs strongly between and within different media. Journalists criticized the journalistic process where news is copy-pasted from press releases and the information is not checked before publishing. A journalist elaborated on this:

“There is real low-quality journalism, especially when it comes to the Internet... [...] That is absolutely inferior, there is no control whatsoever, it’s just copy and paste. It appears on many sites at the same time. In the main newspapers, at least, they apply some basic rules of journalism: controlling, verifying and adding extra comments’” (Journalist 12:85–87)

Journalists also stressed that science journalists should always be very critical, and they all hoped to contribute to correct and high-quality science journalism.

In general, scientists expressed a positive attitude towards science-media interactions. They appreciated the effort that is being put into bringing science to the public and they believed some science journalists do their work really well. However, they also mentioned many shortcomings. Scientists believed that popular articles about science often lack nuance and are sensationalized. Moreover, they believed that articles or other products are frequently incomplete and the scientific findings are misunderstood, and therefore of low quality. In addition, the used sources are sometimes unclear or unavailable and scientists felt that coverage might be biased. One scientist expressed his doubts regarding journalistic products:

“When it comes to that [journalistic products] about my own field, I think: ‘What is it often wide of the mark’. And that makes you doubt all the other stuff you read; what will hold true.” (Scientist 14:44)

In addition, to satisfy their own interests, scientists often mentioned that they would like to read more background information of the presented findings and the applied research methods.

More specifically asked about the advantages and disadvantages (behavioural beliefs) of participating in science communication, scientists and journalists mentioned more advantages than disadvantages. Advantages and disadvantages that were mentioned by both journalists and scientists could be divided into three main categories, those for the scientist, for the research field and for the public. See Table 2.

With regard to advantages for scientists, most respondents thought that participation in science-media interactions would make the scientists’ name more well-known, which might be an advantage for obtaining grants or promotion. However, some respondents of both groups thought it would not have an effect, and some scientists mentioned that participation should not be rewarded. These scientists believed that researchers should be evaluated by their scientific work only. Other advantages that both scientists and journalists came up with, include
Table 2. Beliefs of scientists and journalist of advantages and disadvantages related to participation in science-media interactions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For scientists</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Improving reputation</td>
<td>– Loss of reputation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Increasing chances for grants</td>
<td>– Communicating strategic information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Possible to influence policy making</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Enjoying dissemination</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Acknowledgement of their work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Enhancing critical reflection of their own work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For the research field</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Getting attention for research</td>
<td>– Decreasing support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Informing colleagues</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Increasing financial support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For the public</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Sharing knowledge</td>
<td>– Providing incorrect information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Enabling behavioural change</td>
<td>– Inducing anxiety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– More understanding of the scientific process</td>
<td>– Inducing false hope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– More understanding of diseases and patients</td>
<td>– Increasing uncertainty about what to believe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– A role in reducing anxiety for scientific outcomes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Of interest for a general public, they enjoy information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the possibility to influence policy making, enjoyment, improvement of the scientists’ acknowledgement and the contribution to the critical reflection of their own work, as is illustrated by a journalist:

“It can influence your career; you will get better in your research field. It is an underestimated effect, but Einstein once said that if you can’t explain it to your grandmother, you do not understand. Especially, when communicating to the lay public what you are doing, you can get a more clear view about your own field of work.” (Journalist 3:111)

Advantages for the research field include enhancing attention and goodwill, informing colleagues about the research which leads to more knowledge and might also result in new ideas or collaborations that will expedite the scientific process, and increasing financial support.

Finally, sharing knowledge was considered the main advantage for the public. Both scientists and journalists think that an informed public is able to make more valid decisions regarding their own health and behaviour. An informed public will have a better understanding of the scientific process in general and show more respect for patients and its diseases. In addition, when the public is well-informed, this might also reduce anxiety for certain new techniques or products and taboos can be overcome. Enjoyment of the public is an important advantage as well, which might also result in the recruitment of students and future scientists. In general,
journalists mentioned the public’s enjoyment more often, whereas the scientists seemed to focus on advantages for the research field and themselves.

We found a remarkable difference between the behavioural beliefs regarding disadvantages of scientists and journalists. Whereas most scientists immediately answered the question “What are the disadvantages of participating in science communication?” with several negative factors with regard to the science-media interaction, journalists answered this question in a more nuanced way and considered disadvantages only to be present when this interaction goes wrong.

The most important disadvantage that scientists mentioned for scientists is loss in credibility, trust and status, which leads to reputation damage and affects one’s career. Whereas some respondents from both groups believed it will destroy ones career, others thought it will be a temporary effect and can be overcome. Another disadvantage the group of scientists mentioned, is the fact that information about the research may be used by competing research groups. However, most respondents stressed the fact that this rarely happens, since, in general, research findings are communicated to the public after being published in a peer-reviewed journal.

A general disadvantage for the research field is a negative perception, which might harm financial and public support of the research. With regard to the disadvantages for the public, scientists believed sensationalism is an important hindering factor which can lead to the spreading of incorrect information and may induce anxiety and false hope among the public. Due to the uncertainty surrounding the scientific process, the discussions among scientists in the public domain and the information overload on the Internet, the public might get confused and uncertain about what and who to believe.

In sum, with reference to attitude, some scientists are reluctant to participate, mainly, because of the possible disadvantages they foresee for their own reputation. However, most of them do see the importance of science communication and are willing to participate when asked. Journalists see disadvantages when the interaction process fails. Some scientists and most journalists considered participation a scientists’ duty, since their research is funded by public money.

Subjective norm

Secondly, to elicit normative beliefs, scientists were asked how they thought that both scientists and journalists would feel about scientists’ participation in science communication, and, vice versa, journalists were asked these questions about journalists’ participation. Normative beliefs appeared to be more relevant for scientists than they were for journalists. That is not unexpected, since it is the journalists’ job to be involved in science-media interactions. In contrast, science-media interactions add to the scientist’s normal tasks as a researcher and demand time and effort. Therefore, the answers regarding normative beliefs mainly focused on scientists’ participation. See Table 3.

With regard to beliefs about colleagues, scientists stated that, particularly, colleagues play a very important, but ambiguous, role. Some scientists reported that
colleagues are important in the process of the science-media interaction. They encourage and support each other, for example, by discussing the possibilities and messages or sending journalists to a colleague who may be a more suitable expert to interview. In some cases dissemination is supposed to be part of the project and scientists are encouraged to play an active role in this process.

At the same time, the criticism of colleagues is an important reason not to participate in science-media interactions. A scientist said:

“When I started my training here as a neurologist; there was the chief of the department, he was a very famous neurologist, one with a very old-fashioned opinion on interactions with the media. He used to say: ‘A doctor is in the news only twice: when he is born and when he dies. Everything in between you should avoid.’ So he was really against it, like, you shouldn’t communicate in the media. [...] There is always a small group of people who does not like it and is critical.” (Scientist 5:38)

Almost all scientists mentioned that they have mixed feelings about other scientists who appear in the media frequently. On the one hand, some admire these scientists, because they are both experts in their field and good communicators. They therefore think it is logical that they are regularly asked to comment. On the other hand, some scientists felt that those colleagues are idle and presumptuous and overplay their role as an expert. It can be too much of a good thing. The balance between these contrasting feelings appeared to be extremely delicate and seemed to

Table 3. Normative beliefs of scientists and journalists about participation in science-media interactions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beliefs about colleagues</th>
<th>Journalists about journalists</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scientists about scientists</strong></td>
<td><strong>Journalists about journalists</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Important role for colleagues (support and criticism)</td>
<td>- Network is useful, but may lead to bias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Both encouraged and discouraged by colleagues</td>
<td>- Convenience reasons and time pressure influence choice for scientists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Mixed feelings about scientists in media</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- A delicate balancing act</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beliefs about each other</th>
<th>Journalists about scientists</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scientists about journalists</strong></td>
<td><strong>Journalists about scientists</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Basic skills are required</td>
<td>- Scientists need basic skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Academic degree is needed</td>
<td>- Scientists show enthusiasm and, eagerness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Journalists differ from each other</td>
<td>- Scientists work in specialized fields</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The quality of a journalist is related to the characteristics of the media</td>
<td>- The quality of the media influences decisions to participate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Intentions are not always clear</td>
<td>- Position science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Journalists have power</td>
<td>- Journalists often enjoy talking to scientists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Journalists can be arrogant</td>
<td>- Scientists are willing to participate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Journalists are difficult to talk to and are demanding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Enjoyment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
depend on personal values and the message of the interviewee as is illustrated by the reaction of a scientist:

“...That I sometimes see scientists on TV of whom I think: ‘I couldn’t be able to do that in such way. Staying calm and explaining comprehensibly with all the cameras and the spotlights. Very well done’. So, as long as it is being done in a sincere way, and I feel there is a message brought across which I think it is an important one, then I think that that is fine. That there is someone who really finds pleasure in being on the news that often, well, that’s how life is, that doesn’t bother me.” (Scientist 16:89)

Besides encouragement by their colleagues, scientists mentioned that superiors, sponsors and patients also encourage their participation, although one respondent felt discouraged by the association of medical specialists he is part of.

Only a few journalists seemed to be aware of the existing criticism between colleague-scientists and their role within this process. Journalists argued that it is very useful and valuable to know scientists who are good communicators and who are always willing to participate, and, therefore, these scientists are frequently asked to participate. Some journalists believed this does sometimes give a biased view and they felt that other experts should be invited to participate as well. However, reasons of convenience, or time pressure, prevent journalists from asking other scientists to comment.

Both respondent groups were asked what their beliefs about each other were. Both groups agree on the basic requirements for good science journalism. Both scientists and journalists thought that science journalism is a specialized field within journalism which requires additional skills and a scientific background. However, respondent groups did not agree on the specific background. Most scientists believed science journalists should have an academic degree within the field they are writing about, whereas journalists believed a general scientific background with enthusiasm and the eagerness to learn about other topics should be enough. Both groups believed scientists should have some insight in how the media works and, most importantly, they should be able to translate the scientific findings to a comprehensible story for the lay public.

More in particular, when scientists were asked about journalists, almost all scientists stressed that they experience large differences between journalists. The quality of the journalist is perceived to correspond with the quality of the medium they are working for. Scientists felt that journalists should be both critical and scrupulous, and they stated that some of them definitely are critical; however, the journalists’ intention is not always clear to the scientist. Scientists believed that some journalists only want to ‘score’ with sensational stories for which they use scientists. In addition, several scientists thought that some journalists are not aware of their power and the possible impact their journalistic products may have on the public, the research field and scientists. Some scientists considered journalists to be arrogant since journalists want to decide what research is important for the lay public and they do not listen to the scientists’ feedback. In some cases they seem not to have prepared themselves for an interview. Some scientists believed that journalists think only part of all the performed research is interesting enough,
while others said that journalists respect the difficulty of science and performing research and that they enjoy talking about it.

The perception of the journalists about the scientists’ beliefs is fairly consistent with the current beliefs scientists have about journalists. The journalists expected scientists to acknowledge the quality of journalism which influences decisions whether to participate or not. Journalists believed scientists have different ideas about and levels of respect for science journalists. Whereas some journalists believed that scientists think science journalism is inferior to science, other journalists believed scientists show respect for them and their journalistic work. This difference in opinion is illustrated by two journalists:

“Most scientists tend to think that science is the most beautiful and most difficult on earth, and that all the other, including journalism, are lower in rank. And thus, that scientists can do everything better than others.” (Journalist 5:99)

“I often notice that they [scientists] do realize that it [science journalism] is a specialized field which requires certain skills. They do notice, yes, they do.” (Journalist 10:150)

Journalists enjoyed talking to scientists, since they are enthusiastic about their work and inspire. They argued that although scientists sometimes use jargon, if the scientists is enthusiastic, it will always work out well. Journalists believed most scientists are pleased and willing to participate. However, some scientists are reserved or reluctant and seem to be frightened or suspicious. Journalists considered this the result of previous negative experiences. Most journalists believed that scientists do not require specific skills to participate. As long as a scientist is willing and able to talk, the journalist will take care of the rest, as this journalist explained:

“If I work as a science journalist and I interview a scientist for a story, then I believe it is my task to make sure it works out well, not his. So if he cannot explain the topic well or is disorganized, it is my task to solve it. So, I believe he does not require specific skills.” (Journalist 31:92)

In sum, scientists generally perceive encouragement from their social environment to participate in science communication, although some are critical about colleagues, when they appear in the media, and some also fear criticism from colleagues if they would appear in the media. Therefore, scientists’ normative beliefs about other scientists revealed mixed feelings about their colleagues when they appear in the media. Journalists are critical of other journalists with regard to the efforts journalists take when establishing science-media interactions. Scientists expressed critical reflections about journalists but agreed with journalists that basic skills and enthusiasm are conditional for science-media interactions. In general, journalists perceive the relationship between scientists and journalists as more positive than scientists do.
Thirdly, both groups were asked about their control beliefs, that is, which factors would impede or facilitate their participation in science communication activities. In addition, respondents discussed their ability to engage in science communication activities and their experienced or expected barriers. Comparing the groups showed that control beliefs experienced by journalists consisted of more practical issues than those of scientists. See Table 4.

With regard to negative control beliefs scientists mentioned several barriers that withhold them from participating in science communication activities. Some could we categorize under the other constructs of the theory of planned behaviour, attitude and social norm, which we discussed before. These include previous negative experiences with science-media interactions, which might result in anxiety and reluctance to participate. Negative experiences can refer to the science-media relationship in general or can refer to experiences with a specific medium or journalist. Uncertainty about the outcomes of their research may be a reason not to participate, or at least, to be reluctant about the tone of the message, because this might, for example, lead to false hope among the public or reputation damage of the scientist. As mentioned before, scientists fear the criticism of their colleagues, which can be a reason not to participate. In addition, a controversial topic or a topic with ethical implications can be perceived as a barrier.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. Control beliefs of scientists and journalists in science-media interactions.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Negative control beliefs about science-media interactions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For scientists</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Negative experiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Uncertainty about outcomes of research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Criticism of colleagues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Ethical implications of research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Lack of communication skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Lack of knowledge of the communication process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Unawareness of possibilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Irrelevance of research topic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Lack of knowledge of the communication process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Unawareness of possibilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Insufficient support from department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Less time for research and patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Check and give feedback on results</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Positive control beliefs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For scientists</th>
<th>For journalists</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>– Media training can help</td>
<td>– Access to the scientist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Experience</td>
<td>– Willingness of the scientist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Support from e.g. communication department (training, feedback, practicing an interview)</td>
<td>– Number of possible topics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Personal network</td>
<td>– Quality of press releases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Check and give feedback on results</td>
<td>– Background of the journalist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– The use of embargos</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Perceived control

Thirdly, both groups were asked about their control beliefs, that is, which factors would impede or facilitate their participation in science communication activities. In addition, respondents discussed their ability to engage in science communication activities and their experienced or expected barriers. Comparing the groups showed that control beliefs experienced by journalists consisted of more practical issues than those of scientists. See Table 4.
Barriers that are related to the scientists’ perceived ability to engage in science-media interactions include lack of communication skills, lack of knowledge, unawareness of the possibilities, perceived irrelevance of their research, insufficient support and lack of time. Some scientists perceived a lack of communication skills and felt that they are insufficiently skilled to participate in science-media interactions. Most scientists argued that it is very important to tell about your research in clear language. As one scientist argued:

“…My tendency to speak in long sentences with difficult wording that is a kind of handicap for me.” (Scientist 19:103)

Others mentioned that they are unaware of the possibilities, believe their research is not relevant or too complex, or they lack knowledge about the science-media relationship and, for example, do not know how to achieve media coverage. In addition, scientists considered their academic career more important than disseminating their research in popular media. Some scientists said there is insufficient support to engage in science-media interactions or it takes too much of their time.

Negative control beliefs of the journalists were distinguished in beliefs regarding communication with the scientists or beliefs regarding science communication in general. Beliefs regarding communication with scientists included lack of communication skills of the scientist and difficulties finding the right person to interview, leading the conversation, and handling the wishes of the scientist. Beliefs regarding science communication in general include the difficulty of the topic itself, choosing the topics to report on, time pressure and the limited space. Although these barriers may make the science-media interaction more difficult from the journalists’ perspective, they do not withhold the journalists from participation.

Both groups mentioned lack of communication skills of the scientists as a barrier, and both groups think media training can help to overcome this barrier. It will help scientists in gaining awareness and experiences and teaches them to define a clear message, which will in turn be advantageous for journalists as well. A journalist elaborated on this:

“People sometimes have the idea that a journalist comes and asks exactly the right questions and then walks out, and is finished. But most times a journalist doesn’t have a clue. He comes and thinks: ‘Well, I hope they have an interesting story’. So, it has to come from the scientist himself. Some scientists don't know this and react too shy. It can help when a scientist has prepared his own story and knows: 'This is what I want to tell; these are my main messages, and I will see what happens’.” (Journalist 12:73–75)

Both groups mentioned various positive control beliefs. Besides offering media training, scientists mentioned factors that facilitate participation, such as: experience with science communication, support from, for example, the communication department, having journalists within your personal network and being able to check the draft texts and provide feedback before publishing.

According to scientists, the communication department is able to play a mediating role in the science-media interactions. They could filter information and facilitate
interactions. However, some scientists expressed the opinion that this department is often not fully aware of the topics that scientists are working on. Journalists believed that they can help occasionally to find the right persons but this department can also delay processes. Furthermore, journalists believed that the accessibility and willingness of the scientist are important factors contributing to smooth science-media interactions. Other factors included the high amount and continuous supply of possible topics for publishing, the quality of press releases, and the journalists’ background. Moreover, the use of embargos is thought to be advantageous, because it reduces the time pressure that journalists experience.

In sum, scientists and journalists perceived different negative and positive control beliefs with journalists focusing more on practical barriers in the communication with scientists and regarding science communication in general, while the group of scientists perceived also barriers related to their possibilities within their jobs. Both groups argued that media training of scientists will enhance science-media interactions.

Conclusions

Our study reveals what beliefs underlie scientists’ and journalists’ participation in science-media interactions. We qualitatively elicited both groups’ salient behavioural, normative and control beliefs based on the Theory of Planned Behavior. Our study is one of the few that studied perspectives from both groups on the science-media relationship. In doing so, we gained in-depth qualitative understanding of both groups’ beliefs. As far as we know this hasn’t been done before. Our results reveal, first of all, that both groups have a generally positive attitude towards the science-media interaction. Most scientists in our study believe it is important to share knowledge with a broader audience, because everyone has the right to be informed about science, which is in line with results from previous studies [Felt and Fochler, 2012; Nielsen, Kjaer and Dahlgaard, 2007]. They therefore considered participation in science communication activities and in science-media interactions in particular, as their duty. In addition, increasing chances for obtaining grants and funding is a very important perceived benefit for scientists. The studies by the Jensen [2005] and Geller et al. [2005] confirm these as incentives as well. In addition, journalists mentioned the enjoyment of the public more often as an advantage, whereas the scientists seemed to focus on the advantages for the research field and themselves. Perceived negative effects that were mentioned, such as risks for the scientists’ academic career and peer pressure were also important barriers in the research of the Jensen [2005], while Poliakoff and Webb [2007] found that fear did not significantly contribute to the scientists’ intention to participate in public engagement activities. Based on our findings, we think that although scientists sense some negative effects, these will not withhold most of them to participate in science communication activities.

Secondly, regarding normative beliefs, our study showed that scientists fear criticism from their colleagues when participating in science-media interactions. Dunwoody [2008] elaborates on this criticism within the scientific community and considers it to be ‘residual hostility’ from the twentieth century when scientists were punished for popularizing their research, for example, by denying them access to memberships of scientific societies. The fact that some scientists in this study referred to the critical colleagues as ‘old-fashioned’ confirms this explanation. However, these findings contradict findings that normative beliefs, that is
subjective norms, did not contribute significantly to intentions to participate in
science-media interactions [Poliakoff and Webb, 2007], possibly because scientists’
options were measured and that study did not focus on motivations to comply
with these beliefs, or, because other factors had more influence on the intention to
participate. While our study, in which we conducted explorative interviews, is
suitable to unravel the overview of beliefs and characterize these, however, it is not
possible to tell which beliefs will be more pressing than others.

Furthermore, our results indicate that scientists are not always aware of the
expectations of the journalists which might hinder the science-media relationship.
Both respondent groups held different opinions on the background that science
journalists needed. Dunwoody [2008] showed that although formal science
education makes a modest difference, the number of years on the job is the best
predictor for the quality of journalistic work, which means that a relevant scientific
background, as scientists would prefer, is less important. Our findings point also to
underlying ideas from both scientists and journalists about the role of (scientific)
knowledge in our contemporary society. Scientists, trained for years to base their
decisions on scientific findings only, naturally, emphasize the need for scientific
knowledge, while journalists not necessarily hold these beliefs because they are
more aware that scientific knowledge is not the only knowledge needed in society,
and thus not the only information that informs high quality articles. Therefore, it
would be interesting to further investigate the role of scientific knowledge or
scientific expertise in the public domain [see also Felt and Fochler, 2012; Rödder,
2012] as has been argued by Nelkin [1995] as well.

Thirdly, analysing control beliefs revealed that scientists and journalists perceive
different barriers in the science-media interaction. Journalists experienced barriers
merely as practical issues such as time constraints that scientists have. Almost
every journalist mentioned that being critical and sceptical is an important
condition for achieving the ideal high-quality journalism. While Waddell et al.
[2005] reported that journalists experience problems with finding available
scientists; this did not seem to hold true for the respondents in this study. Most
journalists believe scientists are willing and easy to approach. For scientists,
barriers relate to scientists’ lack of knowledge of how science-media interactions
work, previous negative experiences and criticism towards the way science is
covered in the media rather than that they relate to practical issues. Dunwoody
[2004] argued that this criticism is the result of the scientists’ tendency to view their
peers as the main audience, while journalists believe that their readers are not
interested in that level of detail that scientists would discuss with peers and,
therefore, bringing across one or two accurate short take-home messages is more
important. In addition, she argues that coverage of science follows journalistic
rather than scientific norms, which leads to different expectations of journalists and
scientists. In our study, it seems that the different beliefs of both groups are related
to applying these journalistic norms instead of scientific norms.

Discussion

In our study we analysed our data with help of the three main components of the
Theory of Planned Behavior, which are behavioural, normative and control beliefs.
We did so, because the Theory of Planned Behavior is a widely used theory which
for this study allowed for broad aspects to be analysed which can inform further
(quantitative) analysis which is suggested by Ajzen [2011a]. It was well possible to
interpret our findings according to these generic components. However, other theories, such as, for example, the value-belief norm theory developed by Stern et al. [1999] who added personal values (e.g., world views) to explain behavioural norms, for, in this case specifically environmental movements could inform future studies as well and can further enhance our understanding of the science-media relationship [see also Oreg and Katz-Gerro, 2006]. In our study we did not specifically ask about world views.

The differences between scientists’ and journalists’ beliefs about the science-media relationship we found in this study may partly be explained by the fact that it is the journalists’ job to be involved in science-media interactions, and not the scientists’ core task. Scientists therefore evaluate for each activity whether this activity might be beneficial, what the consequences are and if they believe it is worth the time and effort. Most scientists do not know how a journalist decides on a topic or the interviewee. At the same time, journalists mentioned that reasons to write about a certain topic often depends on personal motives and preferences. Defining the newsworthiness of a story is therefore a non-transparent task, for both scientists and journalists. We believe that enhancing the mutual understanding between scientists and journalists is of importance for the science-media relationship. On the one hand, it will help when scientists know how the media work and how news is made and portrayed in the media. On the other hand, journalists should gain more awareness and understanding about the hesitation and reluctance that scientists’ experience. Both scientists and journalists could learn more about each other’s area of expertise and we would make a plea that both groups should invest time and effort in this science-media relationship. A media training, for example, could improve control beliefs of scientists which will help scientists to better fulfil their role in the science-media interactions. This will in turn also benefit journalists and the quality of their work [see also Peters, 1995; Geller et al., 2005]. However, we also think that for journalists it might be valuable to invest in understanding scientists’ motivations to engage in the science-media relationship and to explain more often how they work. It might contribute to more trust in each other’s expertise.

Our explorative and qualitative research gives insight in scientists’ and journalists’ salient beliefs about the science-media interaction. It should be noted, however, that due to limitations, scientists included in this study were all working in the (bio)medical sciences within one specific hospital and not all journalists were included randomly. Outcomes should therefore be interpreted with caution. The study provides rich information about both groups’ beliefs but is explorative of nature and refers to the Dutch situation specifically. Therefore, we advise research to further enrich our understanding of the beliefs of both scientists and journalists in the science-media interaction. This research could be set up with both qualitatively and quantitatively methods and should include representative samples of both groups. Such an approach is in line with Ajzen’s suggestions that salient beliefs differ for both topics and groups and that qualitatively collected findings can inform further (quantitative) studies [Ajzen, 2011a]. In addition, studies that should include a broader range of journalists also could explore differences between science journalists and journalists from other fields in more detail. In conclusion, more awareness and knowledge of beliefs and roles of both scientists and journalists will contribute to better understanding of each groups’ positions which might improve the science-media relationship. Our study could be used for prospective quantitative and qualitative research that further explores this science-media relationship.
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